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January 27, 2017 

Response to Request for Additional Information Regarding License Amendment 
Request 246, Changes to Technical Specifications 3/4.7.5, Control Room Emergency 
Ventilation System (CREVS) 

References: 

1. Florida Power & Light Company letter L-2016-246, License Amendment Request 246, 
Changes to Technical Specifications 3/4.7.5, Control Room Emergency Ventilation 
System (CREVS), August 3, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16230A003) 

2. NRR E-Mail Capture, Turkey Point LAR 246, CREVS TSs, Request for Additional 
Information (MF8221 and MF8222), December 5, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML16340A037) 

In Reference 1, Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) submitted license amendment 
request (LAR) 246 for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, which modifies Technical Specification 
(TS) 3. 7 .5, Control Room Emergency Ventilation System, by revising the Limiting 
Co,nditions for Operation, Required Actions, and Surveillance Requirements to reflect the 
current system design and to align the Turkey Point TS more closely with NUREG 1431, 
Standard Technical Specifications - Westinghouse Plants, Revision 4.0, (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML12100A222). 

In Reference 2, the NRC determined that additional information is required to complete its 
review. The enclosure to this letter provides FPL's response to the request for additional 
information (RAI). In addition, as discussed in the enclosure, FPL is modifying several 
proposed changes that were included in Reference 1. The supplements included in this 
response provide additional information that clarifies the application, do not expand the 
scope of the application as originally noticed, and should not change the NRC staffs original 
proposed no significant hazards consideration determination as published in the Federal 
Register. 

Florida Power & Light Company 

9760 SW 344 St., Homestead, FL 33035 
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Attachment 1 to the enclosure provides the existing TS pages marked up to show the 
proposed changes. Attachment 2 provides the retyped (clean copy) TS pages with revision 
bars to identify the proposed changes. Attachment 3 provides the existing TS Bases pages 
marked up to show the proposed changes. The TS marked up pages, retyped (clean copy) TS 
pages and TS Bases marked up pages supersede the corresponding pages provided in 
Reference 1. The TS Bases changes are provided for info1mation only and will be 
incorporated in accordance with the TS Bases Control Program upon implementation of the 
approved amendment. 

This letter contains no new or revised regulatory commitments. 

Should you have any questiqns regarding this submission, please contact Mr. Mitch .Guth, 
Turkey Point Licensing Manager, at 305-246-6698. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed on the 27th day of January 2017. 

Sincerely, 

Regional Vice President - South 
Florida Power & Light Company 

Enclosure: Response to Request for Additional Information 

cc: USNRC Regional Administrator, Region II 
USNRC Project Manager, Turkey Point Nuclear Plant 
USNRC Senior Resident Inspector, Turkey Point Nuclear Plant 
Ms. Cindy Becker, Florida Department of Health 
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FPL Response to NRC Request for Additional Information (RAI) Regarding 
LAR 246 - Changes to Technical Specifications 3/4.7.5 

Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 
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In an e-mail memorandum dated December 5, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML16340A037), the 
Radiation Protection and Consequence Branch (ARCB) and the Balance of Plant Branch (SBPB) of 
the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, requested the additional information listed below 
regarding LAR 246, Changes to Technical Specifications 3/ 4.7.5, Control Room Emergency 
Ventilation System. FPL's response follows: 

ARCB RAI-1 

In the LAR, the licensee proposes to extend the allowed outage time (AOT) for TS 3/4.7.5, 
ACTION a.2 from seven days to thirty days and proposes to relocate the requirement to 
immediately suspend all irradiated fuel movement in the event of two inoperable condensing 
units from immediately upon the finding the inoperable condensing units to upon expiration of 
the seven day AOT. In addition, the licensee stated that: 

... relocating the requirement to immediately suspend irradiated fuel movement from the 
determination of inoperability to expiration of the AOT and extending the AOT for two 
inoperable condensing units from seven to thirty days maintains a commensurate level of 
safety when judged against the current regulatory standards established in the Westinghouse 
STS [Standard Technical Specifications] for an inoperable filter train and is thereby 
reasonable. ' 

Westinghouse STS 3.7.11, "Control Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System 
(CREATCS)," provides temperature control for the control room following isolation of the 
control room and consists of two independent and redundant trains that provide cooling and 
heating of recirculated control room air. STS 3.7.11 ACTION A is entered when one CREATCS 
train is inoperable, and it allows thirty days to restore the inoperable CREA TCS train to operable 
status. While in this ACTION, the remaining operable CREATCS train is adequate to maintain 
the control room temperature within limits. 

Turkey Point's TS 3 / 4. 7.5 requires the control room emergency ventilation system (CREVS) to 
be operable with two of three condensing units. TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.2 is entered when two 
condensing units are inoperable, and it requires immediately suspending all movement of 
irradiated fuel and, within 7 days, restoring at least one of the inoperable condensing units to 
operable status or to be in at least hot standby within the next six hours and in cold shutdown 
within the following thirty hours. TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.2 is entered when the required two 
condensing units become inoperable. TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.2 allows a loss of safety function 
for 7 days and, therefore, is not equivalent to STS 3.7.11 ACTION A. It is equivalent to STS 
3.7.11 ACTION E, which is entered when both CREATCS trains are inoperable while in modes 
1 through 4, and it requjres immediately entering limiting condition for operation (LCO) 3.0.3. 

Considering Turkey Point's CREVS design, consistency with STS 3.7.11 could be met, for 
example, by requesting one of the following changes: 

• Change the LCO to require three condensing units, and revise ACTION a.2 to state: 
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With one or two condensing units inoperable, restore the inoperable air handling units to 
operable status within 30 days, or immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and 
be in at least hot standby within the next 6 hours for one unit or ~2 hours for both units and 
in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours. 

• With the LCO unchanged, revise ACTION a.2 to state: 

Witp. one required condensing unit inoperable, restore the inoperable air handling unit to 
operable status within 30 days, or immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and 
be in at least hot standby within the next 6 hours for one unit or 12 hours for both units and 
in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours. 

The staff requests the licensee to either (1) explain how a loss of CREVS function for 30 days 
while continuing to move irradiated fuel is consistent with Turkey Point's current design basis 
radiological dose consequence analyses, and provide the technical basis for allowing the loss of 
CREVS function for 30 days while continuing to move irradiated fuel, or (2) propose a TS 
change that is consistent with both STS 3.7.11 and Turkey Point's current design basis 
radiological dose consequence analyses. 

FPL Response to ARCB-RAI-1 

The Turkey Point Nuclear Units 3 and 4 (furkey Point) CREVS includes three condensing 
units, used for Control Room air temperature control, and three separate air handlers used for 
circulating Control Room air. Hence the suggestion in ARCB RAI-1 to restore inoperable air 
handling units in response to inoperable condensing units is not practical. As stated in the 
proposed license amendment, each condensing unit is fully capable of performing its specified 
safety function such that with two inoperable condensing units, one condensing unit remains 
available for maintaining the Control Room temperature and humidity within limits. 

FPL acknowledges that the proposed wording for TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.2 can be clarified 
given that LCO 3.7.5 requires two of three OPERABLE condensing units whereas ACTION a.2 
allows two inoperable condensing units. FPL proposes to reword ACTION a.2 to state that 
entry is required when only one condensing unit is OPERABLE. Revising ACTION a.2 to apply 
when only one condensing unit is OPERABLE, rather than when two are inoperable, ensures 
that the Control Room temperature will be maintained within limits in the unlikely event of a 
design basis accident during the 30-day completion time and hence remains consistent with STS 
3.7.11, ACTION A, for an inoperable CREATCS train. 

FPL additionally proposes to modify LCO 3.7.5.b to specify that two condensing units, rather 
than two of the three condensing units, are required to be OPERABLE. This is a new request 
not previously addressed in LAR 246 (Reference 1 of ARCB RAI-1). FPL initially propose4in 
May 2010, that LCO 3.7.5.b specify that two condensing units are required to be OPERABLE 
(Reference 2 of ARCB RAI-1). FPL subsequently revised LCO 3.7.5.b to its present format 
following discussion with the NRC staff in May 2011 (Reference 3 of ARCB RAI-1). However, 
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with the newly proposed TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.2, as discussed above, clarification in LCO 
3.7.5.b that three condensing units are available is no longer necessary. Revising LCO 3.7.5.b to 
state that two condensing units, rather than two of the three condensing units, are required to be 
OPERABLE does not alter the conclusion in Reference 1 of ARCB RAI-1 that the proposed 
changes do not involve a significant hazards consideration pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92, and that 
there are no significant environmental impacts associated with the proposed changes. 

Attachment 1 to this enclosure provides the existing TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.2 pages marked up 
to show the above proposed changes. Attachment 2 provides the retyped (clean copy) TS pages 
with revision bars to identify the proposed changes. These TS marked up and retyped pages 
supersede the corresponding marked up pages provided in Reference 3 of ARCB RAI-1. 

ARCB RAI-1 References: 

1. Florida Power & Light Company letter L-2016-246, License Amendment Request 246, 
Changes to Technical Specifications 3/4.7.5, Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 
(CREVS), August 3, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16230A003) 

2. Florida Power & Light Company letter L-2010-083, License Amendment Request 196, 
Supplement to LAR 196 & 3/24/2010 RAI on AST, May 21, 2010 (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML 101450028) 

3. Florida Power & Light Company letter L-2011-185, Supplemental Response for Alternative 
Source Te1m License Amendment Request No. 196 and Proposed Changes to Technical 
Specification 3. 7 .5 on Control Room Emergency Ventilation System, May 11, 2010 
(ADAMS Accession No. ML 11154A035) 

ARCB-RAI-2 

In the LAR, the licensee proposes to: (1) delete TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION c, including its footnote 
++and its applicability in modes 5 and 6; (2) revise the current LCO applicability from all 
modes to modes 1 through 6 and during moyement of irradiated fuel assemblies; and (3) apply 
the revised LCO applicability to ACTIONs a.1 through a.7 and b. Currently, TS 3/4.7.5 
ACTION c applies in modes 5 and 6 (i.e., cold shut down and refueling, respectively) and 
requires immediate suspension of all operations involving core alterations, movement of 
irradiated fuel in the spent fuel pool, or positive reactivity changes. 

The following technical basis was provided in the technical evaluation section for this change: 

Furthermore, TS ACTION 3.7.5.c requires the immediate suspension of irradiated fuel 
movement, core alterations and positive reactivity changes for an inoperable CREVS. 
However, in keeping with the format of the Westinghouse STS, the immediate suspension of 
core alterations and positive reactivity changes are not STS specified ACTION(s) and 
thereby should be removed from TS 3.7.5 ... 
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... and expanding their applicability to all plant MODES during which irradiated fuel 
movement might occur, maintains a commensurate level of safety when judged against the 
current regulatory standards established in the Westinghouse STS for an inoperable CREVS 
train in Modes 5 and 6 and is thereby reasonable. 

The technical evaluation provided does not explain how the proposed change is consistent with 
the accident analyses provided in Turkey Point's updated final safety analysis report. Title 10 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CPR) Part 50, Section 50.36 requires that the technical 
specifications will be derived from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis 
report, and amendments thereto, submitted pursuant to § 50.34. Therefore, in accordance with 
10 CPR 50.36, the staff is reviewing this change to determine if it is consistent with Turkey 
Point's NRC approved DBAs' radiological consequences - specifically, how core alterations are 
accounted for in the fuel handling accident. Turkey Point TSs define core alterations as the 
movement of any fuel, sources, reactivity control components, or other components affecting 
reactivity within the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed and fuel in the vessel. 

The NRC staff is concerned that a dropped source, new fuel assembly, or reactivity control 
component (or any other item allowed to be moved by core alterations) could damage fuel, thus 
creating a radioactive source term larger than what is currently analyzed. Please provide a 
comparison of the number of fuel rods damaged from dropping any items allowed to be moved 
by core alterations to that assumed in the current fuel handling accident (i.e., that the source 
term created by dropping any item allowed to be moved by core alterations is equal to or less 
than that assumed in the fuel handling accident analysis, which is a failure of one complete fuel 
assembly). 

FPL Response to ARCB-RAI-2 

At Turkey Point, the likelihood of dropping any item allowed to be moved over irradiated fuel 
during CORE ALTERATIONS is remote because of the administrative controls and physical 
limitations imposed on core alterations. All CORE ALTERATIONS are conducted in 
accordance with prescribed procedures. 

The most severe radiological consequences during CORE ALTERATIONS would result from a 
fuel handling accident (FHA) involving dropping a single irradiated fuel assembly and its 
associated handling tool, or some other object affecting reactivity, onto another irradiated fuel 
assembly. At Turkey Point, the inside Containment fuel handling accident (FHA) analysis of 
record assumes the failure of one complete fuel assembly whereby all fuel rods are damaged, and 
as such, the FHA source term of record is based on a single bounding fuel assembly. Hence, the 
dose consequences from dropping any item allowed to be moved during CORE 
ALTERATIONS, including neutron sources, control rods, new fuel assembly, etc., are bounded 
by the FHA analysis as discussed in Section 14.2.1 of the Turkey Point Updated Final Safety 
Analysis Report. 
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Additionally, FPL stated in Reference 1 of ARCB-RAI-2 that the immediate suspension of core 
alterations is not a Westinghouse STS specified ACTION with regard to CREVS operability and 
that in keeping with the format of the Westinghouse STS, the reference to the immediate 
suspension of core alterations should be removed from TS 3 / 4. 7 .5. FPL notes that in the 
NRC's Final Policy Statement on TS Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors (Reference 2 of 
ARCB-RAI-2), the NRC encourages licensees to update their TS to be consistent with their 
vendor-specific STS. Hence, the request to remove the TS 3/4.7.5 requirement to suspend core 
alterations is consistent with the Westinghouse STS and is thereby reasonable. 

ACRB RAI-2 References: 

1. Florida Power & Light Company letter L-2016-246, License Amendment Request 246, 
Changes to Technical Specifications 3 / 4. 7.5, Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 
(CREVS), August 3, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16230A003) 

2. NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power 
Reactors, July 22, 1993 (58 FR 39132) 

ARCB/SBPB-RAI-3 

In the LAR, the licensee proposes to revise TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.5 to: (1) allow movement of 
irradiated fuel upon verification that mitigating actions ensure Control Room Envelope (CRE) 
occupant radiological and chemical hazards will not exceed limits when the CREVS recirculation 
filter train is inoperable, (2) delete the required action to immediately initiate use of the 
compensatory filtration unit upon the CREVS recirculation filter train becoming inoperable, and 
(3) add a required action to immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel if the 
requirements of TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.5 are not met. 

In the case of an inoperable CREVS filter train (discussed in the LAR under section 3.2), the 
licensee states that it would like to make the requirement to immediately initiate use of the 
compensatory filtration unit in TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.5, a recommendation instead of a 
requirement, so that it may use alternative mitigating actions. However the alternative mitigating 
actions are not explicitly stated in the LAR; rather, all that is stated is that alternative mitigating 
actions may be necessary in the event the compensatory filtration unit cannot be manually 
aligned within the 24 hours allotted before the Unit(s) must commence shutdown and that 
station procedures would specify alternative process or engineering controls that manage the 
radioactivity in the air. The licensee then stated that consistent with 10 CPR 20.1701 and 10 CPR 
20.1702, these alternative controls would not include the use of potassium-iodide pills and self
contained breathing apparatus respirators except as a last resort in accordance with emergency 
operating procedures. In addition, the licensee stated that the compensatory filtration unit is a 
fully-qualified backup to the emergency filtration unit and will remain the preferred mitigating 
action in the event of an inoperable CREVS filter train. 
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The NRC staff does not agree with the licensee's statement that the compensatory filtration unit 
is a fully qualified backup. In Inspection Manual Chapter 0326, "Operability Determinations & 
Functionality Assessments for Condition Adverse to Quality or Safety,'' the NRC defines "fully· 
qualified" as: 

03.04 Fully Qualified: An SSC [Structure, System, and Component] is fully qualified when it 
conforms to all aspects of1ts CLB [current licensing basis], including all applicable codes and 
standards, design criteria, safety analyses assumptions and specifications, and licensing 
commitments. An SSC is considered "not fully qualified," i.e., degraded or nonconforming, 
when it does not conform to all aspects of its CLB, including all applicable codes and 
standards, design criteria, safety analyses assumptions and specification, and licensing 
commitments. 

In 10 CFR Part 54, "Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power 
Plants," Section 54.3, the NRC defines the CLB as: 

Current licensing basis (CLB) is the set of NRC requirements applicable to a specific plant 
and a licensee's written commitments for ensuring compliance with and operation within 
applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific design basis (including all modifications 
and additions to such commitments over the life of the license) that are docketed and in 
effect. The CLB includes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 26, 
30, 40, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 70, 72, 73, 100 and appendices thereto; orders; license conditions; 
exemptions; and technical specifications. It also includes the plant-specific design-basis 
information defined in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented in the most recent final safety analysis 
report as required by 10 CFR 50. 71 and the licensee's commitments remaining in effect that 
were made in docketed licensing correspondence such as licensee responses to NRC 
bulletins, generic letters, and enforcement actions, as well as licensee commitments 
documented in NRC safety evaluations or licensee event reports. 

Turkey Point's updated final safety analysis report (UFSAR) states that the design basis of the 
CREVS with respect to radiological emergencies is to be capable of automatically starting 
under accident conditions to initiate emergency control room pressurization and 
filtration, assuming the occurrence of a single failure. Turkey Point's UFSAR Chapter 14 states 
the automatic initiation signals and timing for automatically initiating CREVS emergency mode 
operation for the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), Fuel Handling Accident in containment, 
Main Steam Line Break Accident, Steam Generator Tube Rupture Accident (SGTR), Reactor 
Coolant Pump Shaft Seizure Accident, and Rod Cluster Control Assembly ejection Accident. 
The automatic initiation signal response time ranges from 30 seconds for LOCA to 321 seconds 
for SGTR. This information is consistent with the NRC staffs safety evaluation dated June 23, 
2011 (ADAMS Accession number ML110800666), which approved the alternative source term 
(AST) in amendments numbers 244 and 240. In the NRC staffs safety evaluation for the AST, 
the NRC staff found the compensatory backup filtration unit to be acceptable because it met the 
structural design requirements, and upon the CREVS filter train becoming inoperable, the 
compensatory filtration unit is immediately initiated thereby meeting the radiological design 
requirements assumed in the radiological consequence analysis. The TS requirement places the 
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compensatory filtration unit in use and therefore meets the automatic starting criteria because 
it's in use prior to occurrence of an accident. 

The NRC staff does not consider Turkey Point's compensatory filtration unit to be fully 
qualified unless it can, in conjunction with the CREVS, meet all the automatic initiating 
requirements assumed in the Turkey Point radiological consequences analyses. 

Westinghouse STS 3.7.10, "Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREPS)," design has 
two independent, redundant, trains that recirculate and filter the air in the control room 
envelope. Therefore, when one CREPS filter train is inoperable, seven days are allowed to 
restore the CREPS filter train to operable status, because the remaining CREPS train meets the 
requirements in the accident analysis and is adequate to perform the CRE occupant protection 
function. If two CREPS filter trains are inoperable in modes 1 through 4 then STS requires 
immediate entry into LCO 3.0.3 because the CREPS may not be capable of performing the 
intended function and the unit is in a condition outside the accident analysis. 

Please explain: 

A. Has the design of the compensatory filtration unit changed from manual initiation to 
automatic initiation? Can CREVS emergency mode be automatically initiated to use the 
compensatory filtration unit, allowing it to meet all the requirements assumed in the 
radiological consequences analyses? If so, explain the design changes to the CREVS which 
would support a 7-day AOT. 

B. Provide the alternative mitigating actions and explain how they meet all the requirements 
assumed in the Turkey Point radiological consequences analyses such that they support a 7-
day AOT. 

C. Given the differences between the STS and Turkey Point designs, the LAR did not address 
the acceptability of the proposed changes. Please explain why alternative mitigating actions 
would be necessary? 

FPL Response to ARCB/SBPB-RAI-3 

A. Has the design of the compensatory filtration unit changed from manual initiation to 
automatic initiation? Can CREVS emergency mode be automatically initiated to use the 
compensatory filtration unit, allowing it to meet all the requirements assumed in the 
radiological consequences analyses? If so, explain the design changes to the CREVS which 
would support a 7-day AOT. 

FPL Response: 

FPL acknowledges the unintentional implication in LAR 246 (Reference 1 of ARCB /SBPB
RAI-3) that the CREVS compensatory filtration unit is a fully qualified backup to the 
CREVS normal emergency filtration. The compensatory filtration unit does not have 
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automatic-start capability and hence is not fully qualified with regard to the design basis 
requirement to be capable of automatically starting under accident conditions to initiate 
emergency control room pressurization and filtration assuming the occurrence of a single 
failure. The compensato1y filtration unit is designed as a manual, safety-related, Seismic 
Class I backup to the installed emergency filtration train. Once placed in service, the 
compensatory filtration unit is fully capable of performing its specified safety function of 
limiting CRE occupant radiological exposures to below the allowable limits. It was in this 
context that FPL inadvertently referred to the compensatory filtration unit as fully qualified. 
The capability of the compensatory filtration unit to limit CRE occupant radiological 
exposures to below the allowable limits is periodically verified through TS required filtration 
surveillance testing that meets the same criteria as the CREVS normal emergency filtration 
train. In this regard, the compensatory unit is a fully capable backup to the normal 
emergency filtration system train, once in service, because the compensatory filtration unit 
meets the radiological design requirements assumed in the radiological consequence analysis 
for the applicable design basis accidents. In addition and as the NRC staff acknowledges in 
ARCB/SBPB-RAI-3, the requirement to immediately begin placing the compensatory 
filtration unit inservice upon loss of the normal emergency filtration train satisfies the design 
basis automatic-starting criteria because the compensatory filtration unit would be in use 
prior to the occurrence of an accident. Moreover, relocating the TS ACTION 3.7.5.a.5 
requirement to immediately suspend irradiated fuel movement from the discovery of an 
inoperable emergency filter train to the expiration of the seven-day allowable outage time 
(AOT) would not affect the capability of the compensatory filtration unit to perform its 
specified safety function once placed inservice and this function would be maintained 
throughout the duration of the seven-day AOT. 

B. Provide the alternative mitigating actions and explain how they meet all the requirements 
assumed in the Turkey Point radiological consequences analyses such that they support a 7-
day AOT. 

FPL Response: 

FPL proposed the use of alternative mitigating actions in the event the manually operated 
compensatory filtration unit could not be placed inservice within 24 hours of discovery of an 
inoperable CREVS emergency filtration train. The alternative mitigation actions were 
purposely omitted from the license amendment request because it was believed their 
inclusion was unnecessary as long as FPL provided assurance that CRE occupational 
exposures would not exceed allowable limits in the event of their use. One such alternative 
could be, for example, isolating the Control Room normal and emergency air intakes for up 
to a predetermined, acceptable period. However, during a RAI clarification teleconference 
with FPL and NRC staff on December 1, 2016, the staff provided further explanation of 
their bases for requesting the nature of the proposed alternative mitigating actions. Based 
upon this discussion, FPL hereby withdraws its request for the allowance of alternative 
mitigating actions and agrees that the requirement to immediately initiate action to place the 
compensatory filtration unit in service in the event of an inoperable CREVS filter train is 
appropriate. Should it be determined that the compensatory filtration unit is incapable of 
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operating within 24 hours, the Units would initiate shutdowns in accordance with TS 3 / 4. 7 .5 
ACTION a.5. Accordingly, FPL has further modified the proposed ACTION a.5 to remove 
any uncertainty regarding the requirement to place the compensatory filtration unit in service 
in the event of an inoperable CREVS filter train. However, FPL continues to assert that the 
requirement to immediately suspend irradiated fuel movement should apply only during the 
24-hour period allotted to place the compensatory unit in service and verify proper 
operation, or otherwise upon expiration of the 7-day AOT. Once the compensatory unit is 
placed in service, irradiated fuel movement should be allowed to resume since the CREVS 
specified safety function would be fulfilled for the duration of the 7-day AOT. With the 
compensatory filtration unit in service, the requirement to suspend irradiated fuel movement 
upon expiration of the AOT would be consistent with Westinghouse STS ACTION 
3.7.10.A for an inoperable CREPS train. · 

C. Given the differences between the STS and Turkey Point de.signs, the LAR did not address 
the acceptability of the proposed changes. Please explain why alternative mitigating actions 
would be necessary? 

FPL Response: 

As discussed above, FPL withdraws the requested allowance for alternative mitigating 
actions and has modified the proposed TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.5 to clarify that the 
immediate initiation of action to place the compensatory filtration unit in service within 24 
hours is required. Accordingly, the requirement in ACTION a.5 to verify that mitigating 
actions ensure CRE occupant radiological exposure will not exceed limits was removed to 
eliminate redundancy with the compensatory unit surveillance requirements specified by 
notation on TS page 3 / 4 7-20. 

Attachment 1 to this enclosure provides the existing TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION a.5 pages marked up 
to show the above proposed changes. Attachment 2 provides the retyped (clean copy) TS pages 
with revision bars to identify the proposed changes. These TS marked up and retyped pages 
supersede the corresponding marked up pages provided in Reference 1 of ARCB/SBPB-RAI-3. 

ACRB/SBPB RAI-1 References: 

1. Florida Power & Light Company letter L-2016-246, License Amendment Request 246, 
Changes to Technical Specifications 3 / 4. 7.5, Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 
(CREVS), August 3, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16230A003) 

ARCB-RAI-4 

Turkey Point's TS 3/4.7.5 ACTIONs a.1 through a.9, and b, contain the following sentence: 

If this ACTION applies to both units simultaneously, be in HOT STANDBY within 12 
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 
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In the LAR, the licensee states that the changes are proposed in order to align TS 3 / 4. 7 .5 more 
closely with Westinghouse STS 3. 7 .10 of NUREG 1431, Revision 4. However, if the sentence 
above were in STS, it would mean there is a requirement anytime the ACTION applied to both 
units simultaneously, that both units be in hot standby within 12 hours and in cold shutdown 
within the following 30 hours. Because Turkey Point is a dual unit site with a single shared 
control room, the CREVS is common to both units and, therefore, the TS sentence above, if 
applied as it relates to STS, would require both units to be in hot standby within 12 hours and 
cold shutdown within the following 30 hours any time Turkey Point met the conditions. to enter 
ACTIONs a.1 through a.9 and b while both units are in modes 1through4. It would essentially 
negate the actions to immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and, restore the 
inoperable equipment to operable status within the AOT. As applied to Turkey Point, the staff 
would have written the STS as shown below for ACTION a.1: 

With one air handling unit inoperable, immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel 
and, within 7 days, restore the inoperable air handling unit to operable status or be in at least 
hot standby within the next 6 hours for one unit or 12 hours for both units and in cold 
shutdown within the following 30 hours. 

The NRC staff would have written it this way because it takes into account that CREVS is a 
common system to both plants and it allows 7 days to restore the inoperable air handling unit to 
operable status while suspending all irradiated fuel movement before requiring the units to be 
shutdown. In addition, it allows more time for a dual unit shutdown. 

Because the licensee stated that the purpose of this LAR is to more closely align with STS 3. 7 .10, 
please consider revising TS 3/4.7.5 ACTIONs a.1 through a.9, and b to be consistent with STS 
3.7.10, which would avoid any misinterpretations of these ACTIONs. 

FPL Response to ARCB-RAI-4 

FPL agrees with the staffs recommendation to revise the TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION(s) in order to 
clarify that a dual Unit shutdown is not required whenever a required ACTION applies to both 
Units, until expiration of the associated AOT. As such, FPL proposes revising TS 3 / 4. 7 .5 
ACTION(s) a.1 through a.7 [ACTION a.8 and a.9 being deleted] and b, to require that upon 
expiration of the AOT, the immediate suspension of irradiated fuel movement is required as well 
as entry into HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one Unit, or 12 hours for both Units, 
and COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. This new proposed change eliminates 
any ambiguity regarding when a dual Unit shutdown is required and thereby aligns TS 3 / 4. 7 .5 
ACTION(s) a.1 through a.7, and b, more closely with the STS 3.7.10 ACTION(s). The bases 
for relocating the requirement to immediately suspend irradiated fuel movement from the time 
of inoperability to the completion of the AOT, as discussed in Reference 1 of ACRB RAI-4, 
remains unchanged. 

Attachment 1 to this enclosure provides the existing TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION(s) a.1 through a.7 
pages marked up to show the above proposed changes. Attachment 2 provides the retyped 
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(clean copy) TS pages with revision bars to identify the proposed changes. These TS marked up 
and retyped pages supersede the corresponding marked up pages provided in Reference 1 of 
ACRB RAI-4. 

ACRB RAI-4 References 

1. Florida Power & Light Company letter L-2016-246, License Amendment Request 246, 
Changes to Technical Specifications 3/4.7.5, Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 
(CREVS), August 3, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16230A003) 

SBPB-RAI-1: 

The LAR states the following: 

The changes are proposed in order to align Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.7.5 more closely 
with Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications (STS) 3.7.10, Revision 4. Consequently, 
the requirements to immediately suspend irradiated fuel movement are relocated, in most cases, 
to coincide with the commencement of Unit(s) shutdown in the event the allowable outage time 
(AOT) cannot be met for an inoperable CREVS component or CRE boundary. As such, the 
proposed license amendment aligns the current TS 3.7.5 ACTION(s) with STS 3.7.10 
ACTION(s) for an inoperable CREVS train. 

The staffs review indicates the following: 

Turkey Point TS 3 / 4. 7 .5 is currently not in the improved STS format. However, it covers the 
aspects of two STSs in Westinghouse STS: TS 3.7.10 for CREPS and TS 3.7.11 for CREATCS. 
The current ACTIONs· a.1 to a.8 in Turkey Point's TS 3/4.7.5 all have 7 days to restore the 
inoperable equipment. The proposed changes in the LAR will retain the 7-day restoration time 
for the inoperable equipment for all the ACTIONs, except a.2. The LAR proposes to change the 
restoration time for the inoperable equipment (condensers) to 30 days. Based on staffs review, it 
appears that the proposed changes to ACTIONs a.1 to a.8 (except a.2) and ACTIONs b.1 and 
b.2 are analogous to STS 3.7.10, ACTION A, and the proposed change to ACTION a.2 is 
analogous to STS 3.7.11, ACTION A. Therefore, the staff believes that the inoperable 
equipment in all the ACTIONs, except ACTION a.2, will impact the CREPS (and possibly the 
CREATCS) part of the Turkey Point CREVS, whereas the inoperable equipment in ACTION 
a.2 will only impact the CREATCS portion of Turkey Point CREVS. 

Please confirm the staffs understandillg of the proposed changes, or provide clarification as 
necessary. 

FPL Response to SBPB-RAI-1 

FPL agrees with staffs interpretation that the proposed changes to TS 3/4.7.5 ACTION(s) a.1 
through a.7 (except a.2), and b.1 and b.2, are analogous to STS 3.7.10, ACTION A, for an 
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inoperable CREFS train. Each of the equipment identified in ACTION(s) a.1 through a.7 
(except a.2), and b, are required for Control Room emergency filtration and for maintaining 
CRE boundary integrity. However, FPL proposed eliminating ACTION a.8 (and a.9) in order 
to update the Turkey Point licensing basis with the current Control Room kitchen and lavatory 
exhaust design. 

FPL also agrees that the proposed change to ACTION a.2, addressing the CREVS condensing 
units, is analogous to STS 3.7.11, ACTION A, for an inoperable CREATCS train. The design 
basis for the three fully functional CREVS condensing units is to maintain Control Room 
equipment within the environmental limits for temperature and humidity. The condensing units 
provide no specified safety function with regard to Control Room normal or emergency 
filtration or CRE boundary integrity. Moreover, STS 3.7.10 solely addresses Control Room 
emergency filtration and provides no required ACTION for a loss of the Control Room 
temperature and humidity control function. As such, a 30-day completion time for a single 
OPERABLE condensing unit, as newly proposed in FPL's ARCB-RAI-1 response, is consistent 
STS 3.7.11, ACTION A, for an inoperable CREATCS train. 

SBPB-RAI-2 

STS 3.7.10 ACTION C is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, and it requires entry into Mode 3 
within 6 hours and entry into Mode 5 within 36 hours. STS 3.7.10 ACTION Dis applicable in 
MODES 5 or 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and it requires to place 
OPERABLE CREFS train in emergency mode or to suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies. In the proposed TS 3/4.7.5, ACTIONs a.1 through a.7 and ACTION b, entry into 
hot standby (Mode 3) is required within 12 hours if ACTIONs are applied to both units 
simultaneously. This is inconsistent with similar conditions in STS 3.7.10, ACTIONs C and D. 

Please propose changes to align TS 3 / 4. 7 .5 with STS 3. 7 .10, or justify the acceptability of the 
deviations from STS 3.7.10. 

FPL Response to SBPB-RAI-2 

FPL believes the proposed changes to TS 3/4.7.5, ACTION(s) a.1 through a.7, and b, are 
consistent with STS 3.7.10, ACTION(s) C and D with regard to requiring Unit(s) shutdown 
upon expiration of the associated AOT and additionally requiring the suspension of irradiated 
fuel movement. FPL agrees however, that the proposed changes to TS 3/4.7.5, ACTION(s) a.1 
through a.7, and b, are inconsistent with STS 3.7.10, ACTION(s) C and Din the context of 
allowing 12 hours for both Units to reach HOT STANDBY in the event one of the required 
ACTION(s) apply to both Units simultaneously. Though the requirement to be in HOT 
STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within 36 hours is consistent with STS 
3.7.10, ACTION(s) C and D for single Unit applicability, for dual Unit applicability, STS 3.7.10 
has no shutdown ACTION requirement which addresses the uniqueness of Turkey Point's 
shared Control Room design. However in Reference 1 of SBPB-RAI-2, the NRC acknowledged 
in an unrelated Turkey Point No Significant Hazards Consideration determination that 6 hours 
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is required for one Unit to reach HOT STANDBY from full power in an orderly process, and 
that 12 hours is thereby needed for two Units to safely reach HOT STANDBY. The NRC 
concluded that the added orderliness of Control Room activities and the reduced transient 
demand on plant equipment is safer by shutting down both Units sequentially rather than 
simultaneously. FPL seeks to retain the 12 hours currently allowed for entering HOT 
STANDBY when a dual Unit shutdown is required because attempting a simultaneous Unit 
shutdown within 6 hours compromises safety. As such, FPL proposes no additional changes 
which serve to further align TS 3/4.7.5, ACTION(s) a.1 through a.7, and b, with STS 3.7.10, 
ACTION(s) C and D. 

SBPB-RAI-2 References: 

1. NRC Letter to J. H Goldberg, Florida Power and Light Company, from G.E. Edison, Office 
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 - Revised Technical 
Specifications (TAC NOS. 63038 AND 63039), dated May 9, 1990 (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML 013370532) 

SBPB-RAI-3 

TS 3/4.7.5 ACTIONs a.1 to a.7, and b contain the following: 

... restore the inoperable to OPERABLE status or, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the 
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. If this ACTION 
applies to both units simultaneously, be in HOT STANDBY within 12 hours and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

Because Turkey Point 3 and 4 have a common Control Room, the presumption would be that 
most, if not all, of these ACTIONs will apply to both units simultaneously. 

Please explain, for each ACTION, how it is determined whether the statement applies to a single 
unit or to both units simultaneously? If an ACTION always applies to both units simultaneously, 
propose revisedACTIONs. 

FPL Response to SBPB-RAI-3 

FPL reviewed the proposed changes to TS 3/4.7.5, ACTION(s) a.1 to a.7, and b, in the context 
of single versus dual Unit applicability and acknowledges that scenarios in which the required 
ACTIONS would not apply to both Units would be infrequent. This is because the proposed 
changes to TS 3/4.7.5, ACTION(s) a.1 to a.7, and b, broaden the Units' applicability to all plant 
MODE(s) and during the movement of irradiated fuel (i.e. core off-loaded). However, dual Unit 
applicability would not apply when a Unit's core is fully off-loaded and there is no ongoing 
movement of irradiated fuel. For this short duration scenario, the required ACTION (s) 
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associated with an inoperable CREVS component or :filtration train, or loss of CRE boundary 
integrity, would not apply to the off-loaded Unit until irradiated fuel movement resumed. As 
such, FPL proposes no additional changes which accommodate scenarios in which TS 3/4.7.5, 
ACTION(s) a.1 to a.7, and b, apply to both Units simultaneously. 
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3/4.7.5 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3. 7.5 The Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be OPERABLE* with: 

a. Three air handling units, 

b. Two~ condensing un its, 

c . Tw o control room recirculat ion fans, 

d . Tw o recirculation dampers, 

e . One filter tra in, 

f . Tw o isolation dampers in the normal outside a ir intake duct, 

g. Tw o isolation dampers in the emergency outside air intake duct, 

h. Control Room Envelope . 

L-2017-013 
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APPLICABILITY: 0 II P40!;'IO:i/ MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 

ACTION _ immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and be in at 
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one Unit, or 12 hours 
for both Units, and in COLD SHUTDOWN with the following 30 hours. 

only one OPERABLE condensing unit, 

a.1 ne air handling unit inoperable, if;' R!'Reei'*"~;wsi~!El-;;ill-f'~--kll4ff;iei;~e..f;~-~ 
7 days, restore the inoperable air handling unit to OPERA 

a.3 With one recirculation fan inoperabl81,4. FRR<e9i<itEW,...&WE~F*i-iil!-~l,j9!-~~:aE!~IQ4~..;;1A!El,
within 7 days, restore the inoperable fan to OPERABLE status or,'ile-~1894'*""~,_.+A~~ 
'''itRiR tt~e Reat 8 R91!iFS ar;:i9 iR GQL!;' e~~! 'TQQ' 0 ¢'J '''itRiR tR9 felle ·· ·iR~ AQ Reeirs . 
iij9(Slitis te 8etl>il 1s1P1its siPR19ltiR99lalSI)\ Iii iR I ~O::r ST 0 ~JQ~Y '''itRiR 12 lalswrs aRQ iR GOl::Q 
£1 ; 1 CfQO\h'PJ !t!itRiR tRe fellEW'iRS ;§Q Re1a1rs. 

"The Control Room Envelope (CRE) boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative control. 

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 3/4 7-1 8 AMENDMENT NOS. ;;i.eQ AND~ I 
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immediately suspend all movement of 
irradia ted fue l and be in at least HOT 
STAN DBY w ithin the next 6 hours for one 
Unit, or 12 hours for both Units, and in 

COLD SHUTDOWN with the following 30 
hours. 

a.6 With an inoperable damper 1 e normal outside air intake, i'""l'l'leliioitiily swi;;~eFlli all l'l'le"e'""eFlt ef 
irraeiateli fwel iiFlli , within 7 days, tore the inoperable damper to OPERABLE status or, place and 
maintain at least one of the normal ou e air intake isolation dampers in the closed position and 

place the system in recirculation mode!! , liie iFl iii least 1 IO:r &:r 0 t>Ji;;JQY "'ilRiFl tt.e FlelA; 8 t.e1o1rs 
iili18 ifil CQbb;l 91 I' 1:n;10\0$J "'itt-liR tliil8 fe ll8"'i fiilS AQ li!il!IPG . If tt-l ii °CTIO~J 8:jiijiliie h~ 99Uiil wRits 
&i~wltdli198 lel€~\ lie iR HG:r &T 0 ~JQQY 101 iU~ i R 12 filewrs dfil i!1 il'l GObQ 81·U 1Ti;JO'O~J wittxliR tfil9 
f8ll9" 'iR§ :iQ laJ91elF€. 

h an inoperable damper in the emergency outside air intake, iRlRleEliately SIJSf*lREl all Rl9¥9Rlent 
~!R:aot!a{SG00*-81f!G,, within 7 days, restore the inoperable damper to OPERABLE status or, place 

in at least one of the emergency outside air intake isolation dampers in the open 

positio~ o , 9e iFl at leaet PIO+ &T°t>Ji;;JQY " 'ilRiFl tt.e F19)(18 l:1e1o1~ aF1e iFl CObi;;J if!' '+i;;JOIAlt>J 
"'itl;;iir;i tfil9 f9119"'iR§ dQ Reeir:e . lftfilis °CTIO~J i~fJli9& tQ 9etlxl WPiit& &i~wltdlR99W&ly1 99 iR ~QT 
&T 0 ~l!;'QY witRiR 12 filewrs ar-iei iR GQbl!? &I I' 'Tl9'9'0$1 " 'itlsiiR tfil9 fell~w ·ir-i~ AQ txiewrs. 

a;:8 \AQtliil iii-1 i&Qliti9R i!liiRillj99F iR8fS9Filili iR tfili l<itQR91i1 iF9ii 9HR8Hesl&t Qw9t\ ii-Rr;;F188iatil';' SWSJ98Ri i ll 
Ri!Q" QfiRQRt ef ir"1€1iatf5€t f.wQI i:R€tl "1itl'=liR 7 Q:;ays l F8St@FQ tt=lii iR8ji)QFtalsl8 '1ar;;pi~65f t@ QP~~O~b::~ statlsl& 

er iselats tt-li fhi.,, 19sth** sr 88 iFil it least I lQ:F ii'TO~llS'~Y "'itRiR tlile R8Ht 8 RiHslF& arxi8 iFil CQLIS' 
&~i'JTQQ\ 0 ~J " 'itRiR tRs felle!DCiR§ dQ Rewrs. lftRis OCTIQ~J a1919lies ts BeU;;i WRitii si~wltaReews~\ Be 
iR I lo+ e:ro~JQl!iY '"itliil iR 1il RelslFG t!!Ri iR CQb!;) i'I P 1TIS'Q'O'l>l 111ittilir-i tliile iellew i r;;i~ dQ Rewr;G. 

=S 'AAtR aR is@1Eiti€1R Qaml@Gr iRe~gra91e iFl tt=i@ tf~i l et area @)ci=la1s1st €if1s16t 1 imr=l=le9iah~l'l 661S~er=i€t all 
!iiR81'.8Ri!8fiilt Bf irraBiateS R:sl6il iiRii11 "<itlwliR 7 8ii)'S I reetere tRrs iR&fS8Fa81'1 'iiPRpHSF te QPbROQbb et'31t13& 
er iS9liitB tRe "9" ' 19ettl;i** 8F Qe irxi at least 1 IQT iT 0~1QQ" "'itRirxi Uil8 RISJR 8 Rt!IWF'!i aRl!J irxi CQb!;' 
&Ii' 1TIS'Q'o.4'J ·:citRiR tRs felle"'iR§ dQ Rewrs. lftRis 0 GTIQ~I 3f9f9li9& te BQtR WRitii EiPRl?sllt3R88W6~\ 99 
ifiil I IQT iT 0 ~JIS'l!iY ·uitRiR 12 txlewre SR8 iR CObQ ii IUTDO\O~J LnCitRiR tfile iellS!t 'iR~ dQ Rewr;;e . 

~~~~~~~~~ 

**If aetisti\ ie tsl(BPI sw8R t!;iat iRiilil~R ite 8f'BFati8R ie f'BFFRittei aR61 tfilil eyetilr.i is f9lil888 iR reei~wlati9R FRsii1s1 
tFleR r.19' '8FR9Rt ef iFF!!l6tidlt961 fwel PR9'f FBSblR-19 . 

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 3/4 7-19 AMENDMENT NOS. ;;ieQ AND~ 
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With the above requirements not met, 
immediately suspend all movement of 
irradiated fuel and be in at least HOT 
STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one 
Unit , or 12 hours for both Units, and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN with the following 30 hours. 

Within 

b. With the Control Room Emergenc entilation System inoperable du to an inoperable CRE 
boundary, immediately susf>El all movement of irradiated fuel · , and 
immediately initiate actio implement mitigating actions, Oll'l~ "'ili;iil'l 4 hours, verify mitigating 
actions ensure CR cupant radiolog ical and chemical hazards will not exceed limit&,- and CRE 

ected from smoke hazards, and restore CRE boundary to OPERABLE status 

following which movement of irradiated fuel may resume, 

iR COk!;' &I U 'Tr;Q10 'r'J '''itRiR tlile f8ll8'''iRS :fQ !Ml9w~ . 

2) If tlili& 0 GTIOPJ etpiFJlil!l& te lsetR l!IRite eiR-i1WltaR98W&I)\ QQ iR l-IG:r ~T 0 ~J!;l~Y witliliR 12 
t-lewr& dlliil'1 iR CQb!;) il•I' 'Tf;iO\O~l "'itf;;i iR tlile f8118H 'ifilS ;jQ IM181e1Fb . 

8. ' 0 'itlil tlile GeRtrel R98Ril !!r-R9F§l91Xl9)' ''erxitilatieFt eyster-R iR9j99FaBle**, i~liFleQiately SWS~lil8 all 
e~eFsti€lvus iR"l!il"ilit~ CQl4[ "b+~l;( 0 TIOPIS1 me"9RC1€lRt ef irrEtt!!liattS8 fl!IBI iro;J tRe s~eRt f'e4al ~el, er 
~esR:b·e reaeti· ·ity eRaRses. Tt-lis 0 GT1QPJ slilall etje'Jiil'/ te lsetR WRite siPRwltaReewsly. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.7.5 The Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by verifying that the control room {' 
air temperature is less than or equal to 120°F; 

b. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by initiating, from the control room, 
flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at I 
least 15 minutes**!; 

c. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program or (1) after 720 hours of system { 
operation, or (2) after any structural maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, 
or (3) following expcsure of the filters to effluents from painting, fire, or chemical release in any 
ventilation zone communicating with the system that may have an adverse effect on the functional 
capability of the system, or (4) after complete or partial replacement of a filter bank by: 

++--If awtien rssr AGTIQ~Je a. 41 a.8, a.71 a.Q1 er a.Q is tal<sn tt=iat ~rR'ilik inQefiRite s~eratien anQ tt=ira syster-R is 
rsli8i8 iR ffi9iFBWliiiti9R R'"!989 , tlileR con~ Ob:T~R OTIQ~lit l Rii18"9Rlil8nt ef irra8iate8 fteHil iR tixlfi ii!ii!Slilt fetill 19'8il, aR8 
1i9siti' '9 reaeti''ity eR9:R§9& ~ay rss~R'ile. 

**!As the mitigation actions of TS 3. 7.5 Action a.5 include the use of the compensatory filtration unit, the unit 
shall meet the surveillance requirements of TS 4.7.5.b, by manual initiation from outside the control room and TS 
4.7.5. c, dand [I§. 

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 314 7-20 AMENDMENT NOS . ~ AND~ 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

d.1 

1) Verifying that the air cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass 
leakage testing acceptance criteria of greater than or equal to 99.95% OOP and 99% 

halogenated hydrocarbon removal at a system flow rate of 1000 cfm ±10%*~. 

2) Verifying, within 31 days after removal , that a laboratory analysis of a representative 
carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory 
Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, and analyzed per ASTM D3803 - 1989 at 30°C and 
95% relative humidity, meets the methyl iodide penetration criteria of less than 2.5% or 
the charcoal be replaced with charcoal that meets or exceeds the stated performance 

requ irement**!:., and 

3) Verifying by a visual inspection the absence of foreign materials and gasket 

deterioration**!:.. 

In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by verifying that the pressure drop 
across the combined HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6 inches Water Gauge 

whi le operating the system at a flow rate of 1000 cfm ±10%-~; 

d.2 In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program, test the supply fans (trains A and B) 

and measure CRE pressure relative to external areas adjacent to the CRE boundary.**!:. I 
e. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by verifying that on a Containment 

Phase "A" Isolation test signal the system automatically switches into the recirculation mode of 
operation, 

By performing required CRE unfiltered air inleakage testing in accordance with the Control Room 

Envelope Habitability Program-~ 

**ti.As the mitigation actions of TS 3.7.5 Action a.5 include the use of the compensatory filtration unit, the unit 
shall meet the surveillance requirements of TS 4. 7.5.b, by manual initiation from outside the control room and TS 
4.7.5.c, d and ~· 

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 3/4 7-21 AMENDMENT NOS . ~ AND~ 
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PLANT SYSTEMS 

3/4.7.5 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3. 7.5 The Control. Room Emergency Ventilation system shall be OPERABLE"' with: 

a. Three· air handling units, 

b. Two condensing units, 

c. Two control room recirculation faris, 

d. Two recirculation dampers, 

e. One filter train, 

f. Two isolation dampers in the normal outside air intake duct, 

g. Two isolation dampers in the emergency outside air intake duct, 

h. Control Ro'dtn Envelope. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.or durin~ movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 

ACTION: 

L-2017-013 
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a.1 With one air handling uhit inoperable, within 7 days, restore the inoperable air handling unit to 
OPERABLE status or, immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and be in at least HOT 
STANDBY within the next 6 hours for·one Unit, or 12 hours for both Units, and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

a.2 With only one OPERABLE condensing unit, within 30 days, restore at least one of the inoperable 
condensing units to OPERABLE status or, immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and 
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one Uni~ or 12 hours for both Units, and in 
COLD SHUTDOWNwithin the following 30 hours. 

a.3 With one recirculation fan inoperable, within 7 days, restore the inoperable fan to OPERABLE 
status or, immediately suspend all movement df irradiated fuel and be in at least HOT ST AND BY 
within the next 6 hours for one Unit, or 12 hours for both Uri its, and in COLD SHUTDOWN within 
the following 30 hours. 

"'The Control Room Envelope (CRE) boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative control. 

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 3/4 7-18 AMENDMENT NOS. AND 
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a:4 With one. recirculation damper inoperable, within 7 days, restore the inoperable damper to 
OPERABLE status or, place.and maintain at least one of the recirculation dampers inthe open 
position and place the system in recirculation mode or, immediately suspend all movement of 
irradiated fuel and be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one Unit, or ·12 hours 
for both Units, and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

a.5 With the filter train inoperable, e.g., an inoperable filter, and/or two inoperable: recirculation fans, 
and/or two inoperable recirculation dampers, immediately suspend all movement of irradiated 
fuel and immediately initiate action to place the compensatory filtration unit in service and verify 
proper operation within 24 hours, following which movement of irradiated fuel may resume, and 
within 7 days, restore the filter train to OPERABLE status. 

With the above requirements riot met, immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and be 
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one Uni~ or 12 hours for both Units, and in 
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

a.6 With an inoperable damper in the normal outside air intake, within 7 days, restore the inoperable 
c;lamper to OPERABLE status or, place and maintain at least one of the normal outside air intake 
isolation dampers in the closed position and place the system in recirculation mode or, 
immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and be in at least HOT STANDBY within the 
next 6 hours for one Unit, or 12 hours for both Units, and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the 
following 30 hours .. 

a] With an inoperable c;lamper in the emergency outside air intake; within 7 days, restore the 
inoperable damper to OPERABLE status or, place and maintain at least one of the emergency 
outside air intake isolation dampers in the open position or, immediately susperid all movement of 
irradiated fuel and be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one Unit; or 12 hours 
for both Units, and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 3/47-19 AMENDMENT NOS. AND 
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b. With the Controi Room Emergency Ventilation System inoperable due to an inoperable CRE 
boundary, immediately suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and immediately initiate action to 
implement mitigating actions. Within 24 hours, verify mitigating actions ensure CRE occupant 
radiological a_nd che_mical hazards will not exceed limits and CRE occupants are pro.teated from 
smoke hazards, following which movement of irradiated fuel may resume; and restore CRE 
boundary to OPERABLE status within 90 days. 

With the above requirements not met, immediately ·suspend all movement of irradiated fuel and 
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours for one Unit, or 12 hours for both Units, and 
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4. 7.5 The Control Rooni Emergency Ventilation System shall be demonstr(ited OPERABLE: 

a. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by verifying that the control room 
air temperature is less than or equal to 120?F; 

b. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by initiating, from the control room, 
flow through the HEPA filters and· charc.oal adsorbers and verifying that the s)istem operates for at 

least 15 minutes**; 

c. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program or (1). after 720 hour5 of system 
operation, or (2) after any structural maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsotber housings, 
or (3) following exposure of the filters to effh..ients from painting, fire, or chemical release in any 
ventilation Zone communicating With the systemthat may have an adverse effect on the furictiorial 
capability of the system, cir (4) after complete or partial replacement of.a filter bank by: 

** As the mitigation actions of TS 3. 7.5 Action a.5 include the use of the compensatory filtration unit, the unit shall 
meet the surveillance requirements of TS 4. 7.5.b, by manual initiation from outside the control room and TS 
4.7.5.c, d and f. 

TURKEY POINT-UNITS 3 & 4 3/4 7-20 AMENDMENTNOS. AND 
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1) ~ Verifying that the air cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass 
leakage testing acceptance criteria of greater than or equal to 99.95% DOP and. 99% 

halogenated hydrocarbon removal at a system flow rate of 1000 cfm ±10%**. I 
2) Verifying, within 31 days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a representative 

carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position c.6.b of Regulatory 
Guide 1.52, Revisi.on 2, March 1978, and analyzed per ASTM D3803 - 1989 at 30°C 
.and 95% relative humidity, meets the methyl iodide penetration criteria of less thah 
2.5% or the charcoal be replaced with charcoal that meets or e~ceeds the stated 

' performance requirement**, and I: 
3) Verifying by a visual inspection the absence of foreign materials and I 

gasket deterioration**. 

d.1 In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by verifying that the pressure 
drop across the combined HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6 inches Water 

Gauge while operating the system at a flow rate of 1000 cfm ±10%**; 

d.2 In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program, test the supply fans (trains.A and 

B) and measure CRE pressure relative to external areas adjacent to the CRE boundary.** I 
e. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program by verifying that on a 

Containment Phase "A" Isolation test signal the system automatically switches into the 
recirculation mode of operation, · 

f. By performing required CRE unfiltered air inleakage testing in accordance with the Control Room 

Envelope Habitability Program.** 

** As the mitigation actions of ts 3. 7.5 Action a.5 include the use of the compensatory filtration unit, the unit shall 
meet the surveillance requirements of TS 4. 7.5.b, by manual initiation from o~side the control room and TS 
4.7.5.c, d and f. 

TURKEY POINT-UNITS 3 & 4, 314 7-21 AMENDMENT NOS. AND 
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3/4. 7.4 (Continued) 

For the verification of UHS average supply water temperature, an 
appropriate instrument uncertainty will be subtracted from the 
Acceptance Criteria to ensure the Technical Specification limit is 
NOT exceeded. 

3/4.7.5 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 

The OPERABILITY of the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 
(CREVS) ensures that: (1) The ambient air temperature does NOT 
exceed the allowable temperature for continuous duty rating for the 
equipment and instrumentation cooled by this system, and (2) The 
Control Room envelope (CRE) will remain habitable for occupants 
during and following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity, hazardous 
chemicals , or smoke. The OPERABILITY of this system in conjunction 
with Control Room design provisions is based on limiting the radiation 
exposure to personnel occupying the CRE to 5 rem Total Effective Dose 
Equivalent (TEDE) for the duration of the accident. The radiological 
limits are consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.67. 
CRE occupants are protected from chemical hazards in accordance with 
the limits of Regulatory Guide 1.78. 

The Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) is 
considered to be OPERABLE (Ref: JPN_PTN_SENP-92-017) when: 

1) Three Air Handling Units (AH Us) (three out of three) are 
OPERABLE, 

2) Two Condensing (air conditioning (A/C)) Units (two out of three) 
are OPERABLE, 

3) Two Recirculation Fans are OPERABLE, 
4) Two Recirculation Dampers are OPERABLE, 
5) One Recirculation Filter unit is OPERABLE, 
6) Two Normal Outside Air Intake Dampers are OPERABLE, 
7) Two Emergency Outside Air Intake Dampers are OPERABLE, 
i) Tw8 ie8lati8R 9iiR=ifi8Fii (8R8 R=ieter 8fierate9 9aR=ifi8F aR9 8R8 

~ravity lllael<Elralt ElaR=i~er) iR tRe l<itel:ler:i ar.ea eicRal.lst al.1st am 
0(;11ii!Kl 0 ~1..lii , iR" 

Q) Tw8 ie8lati8R 9aR=ifi8Fii (8R8 R=i8t8r 8fi8Fat89 9aR=ifi8F aR9 8R8 
§ravit>;· lllaelEera~ eam~er) iR U;ie t8ilet area eitFial.lst el.let are 
ORlii~Mil..l!i 
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3/4.7.5 (Continued) 

(30 days for 
two inoperable 
condensing 
units) 

The reason three AH Us are required is that in the event of a single 
failure, only two AH Us would be available to supply air to the suction of 
the recirculation filter and fan . This is the configuration tested to support 
Technical Specification operability for flow through the Emergency 
Charcoal Filter Unit. Taking one AHU out of service renders the system 
incapable of operating in accordance with the tested configuration 
assuming an accident and a single failure , i.e., only one air handling unit 
available instead of the two assumed in the analysis. Any one of the 
three condensing (A/C) units is capable of maintaining Control Room 
equipment within environmental limits for temperature and humidity. 
Thus, one condensing unit can be taken out of service without impacting 
the ability of CREVS to accomplish its intended function under single 
failure conditions. 

The LCO actions allow inoperability of the redundant active CREVS 
components (one AHU, two Condensing Units, one Recirculation Fan , 
one Recirculation Damper, one Normal Outside Air Intake Damper, 
and/or one Emergency Outside Air Intake Damper) for a period of up to 
7 daY. consistent with the approach provided in the Westinghouse 
S dard Technical Specifications and based on the low probability of 
occurrence of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) challenging the Control 
Room Habitability during this time period and the continued capability 
of the remaining operable system components to perform the required 
CREVS safety function . In effect, this temporarily suspends the single 
failure criterion for the affected components while assuring the 

continued functionality of the system .. -""---------. . . . . 

The kitchen and to ilet area exhaust ventilation ducts have been 
permanently blocked off with seismic Class 1 solid plates coated 
in accordance with SPEC-C-004. The kitchen and toilet area 
motor operated and gravity backdraft dampers are no longer 
credited for CREVS operability . 
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3/4.7.5 (Continued) 
Indefinite operation in the RECIRCULATION Mode is 
allowed since the CREVS safety function is being met. 

When one damper in the ormal Outside Air Intake is inoperable, it can 
either be restored within 7 days or one of the two in-series dampers 
CLOSED and CREVS ru in RECIRCULATION Mode. When one 
Recirculation Damper is i operable, it can either be restored r one of 
the two paralleled dampe OPENED and the CREVS run in 
RECIRCULATION Mode. With one or both Emergency Outsid Air 
Intake Dampers inoperable, they can either be restored r opene 
without adversely impacting the NORMAL or EMERGEN Mode f 
operatio (See TSA 03-03-025-024 for evaluation). The plac ent 
the da ers in their "fail-safe" position in lieu of restoration is allo 
as dampers fail "as-is" in the event of loss of offsite power (excep 

the emergency outside air intake dampers which go to their -""""""'--
emergency OPEN position) and are in their EMERGENCY Mode within 
position in the event of receipt of an emergency actuation signal. 7 days 

The 7 day allowable outage time for an inoperable Normal Outside Air 
Intake damper, Recirculation damper or Emergency Outside Air Intake 
damper is consistent with the approach provided in the Westinghouse 
Standard Technical Specifications for a single operable CREVS train . 

Indefinite operation is allowed with an opened Emergency Outside Air Intake 
Damper since the CREVS is capable of performing its safety function . 
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verification to verify proper 
operation 
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immediately suspend the movement of irradiated fuel, and 

If the un tered inleakage of po tially contaminated air past the CRE 
Boundary nd into the CRE can re ult in CRE occupant radiological dose 
greater tha that calculated in the do analyses or in inadequate 
protection of RE occupants from haza ous chemicals or smoke , the 
CRE bounda is inoperable. Actions mu be taken to restore an 
OPERABLE CR Boundary within 90 days ~&A-~~~~~~~ 
~~Hl&-li~M'that the CRE boundary is inoperable ~ 

P:40r;;lli~ 1, i!, ii, er 4, the operators are required t immediately initiate 
action to implement mitigating actions to lessen the effect on CRE 
occupants from the potential hazards of a radiological or chemical event 
or a challenge from smoke. Actions must be taken within 24 hours to 
verify that in the event of a OBA, the mitigating actions will ensure that 
CRE occupant radiological exposures will NOT exceed the calculated 
dose in the radiological dose consequence analyses, and that CRE 
occupants are protected from hazardous chemicals and smok . 
Previous surveys of offsite and onsite chemicals identified that O 
hazardous chemicals present a hazard to Control Room habita ility . 
Thus, the mitigating action for chemical hazards may verify tha the 
chemical hazards analyses are current and require NO toxic g s 
protection for the CRE occupants. These mitigating actions (i. ., actions 
that are taken to offset the consequences of the inoperable CR 
boundary) should be preplanned for implementation upon ent into the 
condition, regardless of whether entry is intentional or unintenti nal. The 
24 hour allowable outage time (AOT) is reasonable based on t e low 
probability of a OBA occurring during this time period and the u e of 
mitigating actions. The 90 day AOT is reasonable based on th 
determination that the mitigating actions will ensure protection f CRE 
occupants within analyzed limits while limiting the probability th t CRE 
occupants will have to implement protective measures that ma 
adversely affect their ability to control the reactors and maintai them in a 
safe shutdown condition in the event of a OBA. The 90 day A T is a 
reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and tes most 
problems with the CRE bounda . 

and is consistent with the approach provided in the Westinghouse 
Standard Technical Specifications for one or more inoperable CREVS 
trains due to an inoperable CRE boundary 

, following which irradiated fuel movement may resume 
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action must be taken immediately to suspend all operations that 
could result in a release of radioactivity that might require 
isolation of the CRE, such as movement of irradiated fuel , and 

~Aw.~~~.,.~~. "f the inoperable CREVS or the CRE Boundary 
cannot e restored to OPERABLE status within the associated required 

OT, e unit must be placed in a MODE that minimizes the accident 
ocr~· ~ this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 

(H STANDBY) w1 s and in MODE 5 (COLD SHUTDOWN) 
within ~ hours. If the inoperability a · oth units simultaneously , 
be in MODE 3 thin 12 hours, and in MODE 5 wit 1 ~ hours . The 
AOTs are reaso able , based on operating experience , to reach the 
required unit co ditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without cha! nging unit systems. 

This does NOT preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position. 

IR UQQI!! 8 er&, ¥'itR tRe Cfiill!>,/e iFl8!i8FiBl8 fer ii:Fl iRei;iere81e Cfiill!! 
~ewR8ery er fer etRer reeseRs, eetieR fl:IWst 8e tel~eR ifl:lfl:leeietelv te 
swsi;ieR8 ell ei;ieretieRs tRet eewl8 reswlt iR ii: releese ef re8ieestivity tRet 
fl:li~Rt re!;!wire ieeletieR ef tRe Cfiill!! , sweR es fl:levefl:leRt ef irre8iete8 fwel. 
TRia pla'Wii tRi WRit iR a 'iPiR8itieR tRat FFliRiFFlii!'.ii tRi a1P1Pi8eF1t riai... +Ris 
8ees ~QT i;ireelw8e tRe FF1e¥eFF1eRt ef fwel te ii: safe peeitieR. neee 
P:CTlmJ f8!;!WiF8FFliFltS applv ti 8etR WFlita iiFFlwltii:Fl88WSly. 

Operations that , in the absence of a compensation adjustment, add 
positive reactivity are acceptable when, combined with other concurrent 
actions that add negative reactivity, the overall net reactivity addition is 
zero or negative. For example , a positive reactivity addition caused by 
temperature increases or decreases is acceptable if it is concurrent with 
a negative reactivity addition (i.e ., boration and/or rod movement, if 
authorized) such that the overall, net reactivity addition is zero or 
negative. 
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3/4.7.5 (Continued) ~ 
Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.7 .5 .~ verifies the OPERABILITY of 
the CRE Boundary by testing for unfiltered air inleakage past the 
CRE boundary and into the CRE. It verifies that the unfiltered air 
inleakage into the CRE is NO greater than the flow rate assumed in 
the dose analyses. When unfiltered air inleakage is greater than the 
assumed flow rate, ACTION b must be entered wi:leR a WRit ie iR 
MQt;;il!:& 1 4 aRii A'1TIQ~J e Aili.let alee ee eRteFee wi:leR a wRit ie iR 
PAQt;;il!: e er i~ . ACTION b allows time to restore the CRE boundary 
to OPERABLE status provided mitigating actions are taken WRile iR 
PAQt;;il!:& 1 4, that ensures that the CRE remains within the licensing 
basis habitability limits for the occupants following an accident. The 
details of the testing are specified in the Control Room Envelope 
Habitability Program . 
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